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Fig. 1. Geometrical configuration of a flying spot laser scanner system
used for underwater surface mapping
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II. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

z

efficiency, compact lasers, as well as by the successful
implementation of scattered light reduction techniques[2, 3].
Finally, biological monitoring and data collection has been
limited by the ability of marine scientists to accurately
measure specimen size, shape, motion, population density,
and movement. Mapping a volume of water and its
constituent solid components would provide at least one
potential solution to these limitations.

Although recent technological advances in stereo
photogrammetry and display technology have allowed the
development and commercialization of 3-D stereo vision
systems, these systems are not yet able to produce accurate
feature reconstructions, particularly if real-time data
acquisition is needed [4]. Underwater profiling techniques
using triangulation methods have also been developed; e.g.
systems have been built to follow pipelines in order to detect
surface flaws, however, these systems rely upon motion of
the camera platfonn to create a surface map or obtain range
data in two dimensions [5].

The methodology described in this paper is based upon
previous work conducted at Hamor Branch and represents one
approach toward the solution of several undersea vision
tasks.

A flying spot laser triangulation system was developed by
HBOI for the Navy Civil Engineering Laboratory as an
experimental ROV based test bed [6]. The system is
configured to raster scan a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser
through a region of space and to receive the light energy
reflected from the target at an adjacent location. \The received
light is focused onto a position sensitive detector which
produces an estimate of the reflected beam location, from
which the range coordinate of the surface may be computed
by triangulation. A diagram of the system geometry is
shown in Fig. 1.

The mapping of underwater surfaces by optical means is
useful for a variety of underwater tasks, including structural
inspection, robotic manipulation, navigation, and biological
monitoring. Structural inspection requirements can predicate
the mapping of surface positions at a millimeter or
centimeter scale, and can also include the rapid detection of
surface features such as curvature, texture, symmetry,
skewness, etc. Although special processing techniques have
been devised to acquire shape, surface contour, and motion
using intensity, color, and resolution methods [I], surface
features are still difficult to derive from ordinary reflectance
map images produced by standard photographic or video
cameras, especially in turbid water. Robotic applications
can demand mapping of an entire surface with absolute or
relative positioning accuracy approaching the tolerance of the
manipulator or tool platform. Navigation via optical means
is still in its infancy but could be used to pilot vehicles into
docking platforms, along specific feature areas, or at a
specific distance fror.n a desired surface. Implementation of
such techniques has been limited by the relatively poor
propagation distance of optical (versus acoustic) energy in
turbid environments. This situation has been improved
somewhat by the recent development of high power, high

I. INTRODUCTION

Abstract - Preliminary rtsults are given for a
developmental Imaging system which will use a
triangulation principle for obtaining maps of
underwater surfaces at close range «2 m). . For
high resolution, triangulation is advantageous in
comparison to time-of-flight or Interferometric
metbods due to Its simplicity and low cost.

[n operation, a low power semiconductor laser,
operating in the red portion of the spectrum, is
scanned across a region of space along two
perpendicular axes. The scan Is completed In 50
ms corresponding to a 20 Hz scan rate. Light
renected from surface points within the field-of
view (FOV) Is detected and converted to relative
position and intensity at each scan angle. The
position information Is used to compute the depth
coordinate of the point of renection from a
knowledge of the system geometry. Initial results
indicate that an angular resolution of 200 by 200
points minimum is achievable over a ± 45 degree
FOV while maintaining a depth resolution of 1
millimeter at aIm nominal range.

The paper will address system operation, design
considerations, laboratory test results, and
implementation of an adaptive algorithm for
reduction of turbidity Induced errors.
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The system was designed to map surface features at close
range, approximately 0.5-2 meters, with a positional
accuracy of I millimeter with optical beam attenuation
coefficients as large as 0.5 m-I. In clear water, the system
forms reasonably accurate representations of highly reflective
surfaces, such as the one shown in Fig. 2. This image of a
dome and stepped wedge object was taken in a test tank
environment at a nominal range of I meter. Under these
conditions, the system performance is primarily limited by
the laser power available (ISO mW), the detector aperture
size, and by the detector signal-to-noise ratio, limiting the
useful range and scan rate to approximately 2 m and 10
KHz/voxel, respectively.

Fig. 2. Test tanli: 3-D image reconstruction of dome-shaped and stepped
wedge object at 1 m nominal range. (c = 0.05 mol)

In turbid water, however, tests have indicated some
inherent distortion arising from scattered light that enters the
detector aperture, resulting from a skewing of the response
function of the position sensitive detector away from the
reflected light centroid [6]. In this paper we describe
methods for increasing the scan rate and operating range, as
well as a technique for reducing the distortions arising from
optical backscatter.

III. THEORY

A. Triangulation Method

The system geometry is shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that the laser is scanned through angles ex and e y and that
the separation of the laser scan center and detector axis is BL.
The detector produces a measure of the reflected light

position along the x-axis in the image plane. The z-axis
position can be estimated from:

BL
2(t} = x(t} 1

--+---
f tanO(t} (I)

X(t) =2(t) x(t} =2(t) tan q>
f

where f is the equivalent focal length of the lens forming an
image at the detector, BL is the baseline length, and 0 is
the horizontal projection angle, which are known quantities.
Capital and lower case symbols are referred to the object and
image plane coordinate systems, respectively.

In order to determine the magnitude of the z-coordinate,
accurate estimates for x and 9 should be obtained. Although
9(t) may be easily derived from the scanner, estimates of
x(t) are subject to errors from noise from the detector and
scan geometry.

B. Position Estimation Method

In this section, we address the problem of developing
appropriate digital signal processing techniques to improve
the estimate of the position, since in real-time applications
the laser power and scan time are linJted. It is assumed that
information can be derived from the either additional
measurements or from an applicable radiometric model. We
opt for the latter case. Since it can be shown that the error
in the coordinate geometry originates from side and
backscatter from the beam, as well as from the scene
illumination profile, we can utilize the information from the
radiometric model to estimate the reflectivity of the scene
coordinates, as observed by the system of Fig. I through the
use of the positional and intensity information available
from the position sensitive detector. The detector provides a
first estimate of the scene geometry from the computation of
the Z coordinate from the x and y position estimates. This
information is used to provide a basis for determining an
error function, determined from a model from which an
improved estimate of the centroid offset can be obtained for
each coordinate triad in the image. Alterations in the Z
coordinate estimate can be made at each iteration to offset a
reduction in the error function.

Therefore, to correct these turbidity effects, and to obtain a
more accurate estimate for the light centroid, an iterative
adaptive signal processing estimation technique has been
developed. The adaptation algorithm is designed to
minimize an appropriate cost function formed by the
resulting error due to the distorted measurements in the
presence of the turbid conditions. Repeated scans are made
in an iterative fashion to reach a desired minimum of the
error function. This process improves the accuracy of the
positional estimate in a fashion that is independent of the
surface location, reflectivity, and size. A greater amount of
time is required in the construction of the corrected image
(data set) according to the number of iterations required for
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x (I) x (I) X (1)
1 2 N

x (2) X (2) x (2)

Xmeasuretl = 1 2 N (4)

X (L) x (L) X (L)
1 2 N LXN

By substituting yor Fdd in the above matrix in place of

x. we obtain the matrices for the y coordinate and the
detected photon flux. respectively. The propagating laser
beam is assumed to be a function of the following
parameters (the coordinate Z. the strike angles cp and p, the
surface slopes, and the reflectivity R):

(7)

2

Var{tlxi ML) = (12/l" ML = ..!..~ xV)
x, L L..i I •

j=!

i = L. ...N points

- F~et
The above equation represents the fundamental relationship
on which the estimation procedure for the surface
reflectivity, as well as the adaptation for the estimation of
the position of the light centroid, is based. A more accurate
representation could also be used, however.

Finally. the detected flux Fdd is related to the transmitted

photon flux FLas(O) (at the starting position of the laser

system) by the following approximation:

F",,(O) C t'te-iZ R(x,y,z'~J (6)
lo"from '-v---' ."OAC
coUimated rerum from angles

beam t8t'ger

8.1 The Initialization Procedure - Estimation of the Surface
Reflectiyity

The reflectivity R of the surface is either known or it can
be estimated. In the following we demonstrate how the
reflectivity can be estimated in an efficient manner. A
necessity for a-priori known statistics of the estimated
parameter exists in most estimation methods, with the
exception of the Maximum Lilcelihood technique, MLE [13].
[16]. Stationarity in a wide sense (temporal as well as
spatial) is a condition of this problem. The platform must
be assumed to be stationary during repeated surface scans.
Those photons in the highly collimated laser beam that are
not absorbed are subject to molecular and particulate
scattering phenomena. The random motion of the suspended
organic and inorganic particulates causes random scattering
of the propagating photons within the medium. justifying an
assumed Gaussian distribution for the light centroid position
on the PSD surface during repeated scans. It is implied,
consequently, that the Gaussianity applies for both point
coordinates x and y as well as for the detected photon flux

Fdd •

Since a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the random
variables x, Y. Fdet , the sample-mean will be the maximum

likelihood estimate of the mean of the distribution.
Specifically the MLE, for the coordinates x, y, and the
photon-flux Fdet , are given as follows:

The variance of the above sample-mean estimates is
inversely proportional to the number of the observed data L.
As L~ 00. the result is equivalent to having the apriori
information [13], [16]. It should noted that the error
variance is always reduced when apriori statistics are

(3)

(5)

(2)

[
dZ dZ )FLas Z.q>,p,-,-,R(X, Y,Z)
dX dY '-v---'

Re flectivity

c = a + S
measurable absorp. cot{. Icatter. cof.

The above three intrinsic optical parameters of the
medium (ocean), describe the loss of intensity from a laser
beam as it traverses the medium. and do not depend on the
distribution of the light sources. A usual way for
characterizing the water quality is the following:

1
x (meter depth) = -

c
The attenuation coefficient c varies with water quality:

• Clear water c =0.05 m

• Oceanic water c =0.1 - 0.2 m

• COllf;.al water c =0.3 - 1.0 m

the desired error reduction. Algorithms for the estimation of
the more accurate position of the light centroid may be
implemented by a dedicated special purpose digital signal
processor. based on data collected.

The attenuation coefficient a, the monochromatic
volume scattering function VSF. and the scattering albedo
sic or sI a are assumed to be known to a certain degree of
accuracy. A uniform medium is also assumed with one
constant value for the total monochromatic beam attenuation
coefficient c :

The estimation of position is based upon making the
following set of observations:

• The coordinates (xj(i), YY») on the position sensitive

surface, for i = I •...N points. By taking L
measurements for each point, a collection of 2NL
coordinate measurements is obtained.

• The detected photon flux pi) j ,det •

In the following, the measured coordinate xmeasured is

shown. Each column of the matrix, represents multiple
measurements of the same point. Le. we have L
measurements for each point from a total set of N points.
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Optimiz.ation Criterion: Matching between the
estimated flux at the laser position and the actually
transmitted one.

(10)

(II)

where eF(n) is the Flux Error Function (FEF) and is equal
to :

The relative increase (decrease) of IZI coordinate and the
corresponding decrease (increase) of the sensor angle cp,
depend only on the estimated to actual ratio of the photon
fluxes. According to the optimization criterion of the
matched photon fluxes, the following cost function can be
formed :

"where FLas (0) is derived form Eq. (6). A steepest descent

adaptation method is employed by changing at every
iteration the current estimate (including the initial value), in
a direction opposite to that of the gradient vector V deftned
as the derivative of the mean-squared error C(n) [14], [15].
Alternatively, the nonlinear equation (11) can be solved with
various numerical methods, such as the method of false
position (regula falsi), the Newton-Rapson or Secant
methods.

In contrast to the original implementation of the surface
mapping system [8], [9] which did not utilize intrinsic
optical properties of the medium, the method described here
depends on knowledge of the beam attenuation coefftcient
and scattering albedo. It is assumed that this information
can be obtained during the image formation process using
standard ineasurement techniques [12]. Even though we
expect that the accuracy improvement using this method will
not be adversely affected by errors in the measurement of c,
additional techniques are described to provide additional
improvementS. A monitoring of the cost function learning
curve can provide the algorithm with the information
regarding the measurement accuracy of the albedo, or
equivalently, of the attenuation coefftcient. Any points of
divergence of the learning curve exceeding speciftc preset
thresholds, would raise an interrupt flag for the algorithm
causing exit from the adaptation loop. To reduce the error in
these circumstances, a reference target surface could be
employed by the system to provide means for estimating c,
with a known reflectance standard. Also, by determining the
symmetric regions (symmetry in terms of the attenuation
coefficient of the medium) of the target surface with respect
to the laser device. an improved attenuation coefftcient
estimate can be obtained by averaging of the values
corresponding to the symmetry regions. That process could
be also incorporated in the initialization procedure of
subsection B.1.

The laser triangulation system conftguration provides
many degrees of freedom for collecting information. Hence,
there is a collection of measurements for which the variance
can be minimized. This is a direction of future research.

(9)

" J1" ML • ML(. )2 c. ML
11 ML _ F,.6d eJlZj Ilz, IIlZj
.~ - e e

FLas

i =I, ...N

Equation (6) implies that the reflectivity R is a nonlinear
function of the parameters Z and Fdd' By exploiting the

consistency property, the MLE for the reflectivity will be
given by:

available for the estimated parameter [2], [13]. By
exploiting the consistency property for the MLE, we ftrst
get the MLE for the point-coordinate Z through the linear
transformation (1) :

JLx,} ML BL
JL ~ JLz, = JL .ML 1 (8)

y, _x,_+__
f fan 8

B. 2 The Adaptation A120rithm - Estimation of the Position
of the Li2ht Centroid

After the above initialization procedure, the estimated
values for the reflectivity R of the speciftc points are ftxed
and are employed in the model describing the propagation in
the medium. Using the measured flux at the detector
position Fdd' and equation (6), the numerical estimate for

A

the coordinate Zcan be obtained. The Fdd.' function is

monotonically decreasing with Z for. a given FLas (0) and

vice versa. In the reverse direction F (0' is a
.' Las J

monotonically increasing function ofZ for a given Fdd'

If the computed transmitted laser beam photon flux, using
the radiative transfer function equation, is greater than the
actual transmitted flux of the laser beam, then there is a need
to increase the absolute value of the Z coordinate by
simultaneously decreasing the sensor angle ~ to a new value
~', in order to maintain constant the horizontal projection
angle 9. By changing the sensor angle cp, the position x of
the light spot changes. and both coordinates X and Z change
as well. By altering both the Z coordinate and the sensor
angle, the photon flux is recalculated at the laser position
and compared again with the actual value. The above
process can be repeated iteratively until the originally
transmitted light intensity is obtained. On the other hand, if
it happens to be the inverse situation of the above; i.e., if
the computed transmitted photon flux is smaller than the
actual transmitted one, then there is a need to decrease the
absolute value of the Z coordinate by simultaneously
increasing the sensor angle cp to a new value cp', in order
once again to maintain a constant scan angle value O.
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N. LOW POWER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

B. Ambient Light Interference

equivalent power), the required gain must be sufficient to
overcome the noise by a sufficient margin to achieve an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The computation of the range
from (1) at a resolution commensurate with the required
range resolution (l part in 2(0) necessitates a gain of 1000.
Our initial experiments indicate that the required gain and
output power of I microwatt are achievable.

In addition to the previously mentioned effects, light induced
interference can be a dominant source of error in any low
power system. There are several possibilities to eliminate as
much background light as possible: 1) use the attenuation
properties of water to screen ambient light by selecting a
wavelength of operation that provides the desired degree of
attenuation while maintaining sufficient laser signal at the
detector; 2) incorporate narrowband filters at the detector
aperture to pass only the laser linewidth; 3) temporally
modulate the laser and synchronously detect the return; 4)
reduce the angular aperture of the detector and synchronously
scan, if necessary; 5) operate in deep water or at night

Selection of laser wavelength is a particularly attractive
method whereby the surrounding medium acts as an effective
optical filter. Requirements for effective use of this option
are to ensure that the distance from the source of interference
to the detector aperture is much greater than the distance to
the object. For short range applications, this condition is
almost always fulfilled. The wavelength is chosen to
provide an acceptable attenuation factor from the laser to the
subject, while maximizing the attenuation of the
surrounding medium. In seawater, the attenuation rises
significantly at the infrared and ultraviolet edges of the
visible spectrum. The total attenuation constant a of clean
seawater is approximately 0.4 m- I at 670 om and increases
to 2 m- I at 800 nm. Semiconductor lasers are readily
available in this wavelength range and may be selected for a
particular system requirement. Operation at a 670 nm
wavelength has been chosen for the initial prototype
development at HBOI.

Interference from solar radiation can be reduced further by
selecting a wavelength corresponding to water, oxygen, or
other absorption lines in the solar spectrum. The
downwelling irradiance in water is severely curtailed at
wavelengths in excess of 600 om; for instance, at 5 meter
depth the irradiance is about 10 nW cm-2 om-I in clear
water, while at 25 m depth it is 0.03 nW cm-2 om-I. These
figures are significantly smaller in the 670 om to 800 nm
wavelength range. Thus, the use of wavelength filtering
methods in conjunction with typical interference filters
(FWHM = 10 om) can limit solar interference effects to a
tolerable level in comparison to the detector noise equivalent
power, without resorting to temporal modulation methods if
the operating depth is sufficiently large.

POsmON
SENSING
DEVICE

¥

I--........POSIDON
ESTIMATE

LASER

G

GAIN
ELEMENTSURFACE

Enhanced performance of the laser mapping system shown
in Fig. I can be obtained through modification of the
original design concept to include image amplification as
shown in Fig. 3. This system is presently under
development at HBOI.

A. Concept

Figure 3. Surface mapping system advanced concept

The-gain G provides the ability from (6) to: increase the
range Z; to accommodate lower reflectivities R; and to
increase the scan rate because of the nature of the detection
process. Assuming a detector performance comparable to the
previously developed system, a gain G >:: 80 can provide a
scan rate 80 times faster without a sacrifice in resolution.
Thus, a scan rate of 1/4 sec- I x 80 = io Hz would be
possible.

Additional gain would also provide the ability to reduce
the laser power and thereby achieve portable operation, at
least at close range. A practical power budget for such a
system can be formed with promising results. The
approximate power arriving at the detector is given by:

2

P
_ Fddj

D - (13)
8//n",

where f and f# are the focal length and f-number of the
imaging lens, and nw is the refractive index of water. A
sample calculation using a laser power of 10 milliwatts and
typical attenuation factors for 670 om wavelength, provides
an input light level to the gain element of approximately I
nanowatt at a range of I .meter distance. The required power
at the position sensing device is dependent upon the
background noise level at the frequency of operation. A
requirement for a 20 Hz scan rate and a 200 x 200 scan
resolution predicates an 800 KHz response bandwidth at the
detector. Since the inherent noise level is determined by
shot and thermal processes (approximately 5 nanowatts noise
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C. Experimental Results
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TABLE I

These results were taken with steady state optical
excitation, but generally indicate the performance that can be
acbieved at scan rates of 800 ·KHz. Detector power greater
than I microwatt is sufficient to operate the system with
depth resolution greater than I part in 200.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described a system concept that
allows close range (l m) surface mapping at video scan rates
with low power semiconductor lasers. Interference from
ambient lighting can be reduced with a variety of techniques.
Longer range operation is also possible through the use of
higber power lasers and well known methods for reduction of
scattered light interference.

We have also presented a unique application of signal
processing theory to a current problem in underwater
imaging. The physics of the turbid oceanic environment is
well-suited to modeling within a digital signal processing
framework. Using the principles of MLE we estimated the
scene reflectivity, and employed those results in a'
radiometric model. Based on the optimization criterion of
the Flux Error Function, an adaptive steepest descent
iterative technique was developed to correct error in the
coordinate maps produced by the laser mapping system as a
result of operation in a dirty or turbid water environment.
The proposed scheme should also allow improvement in the
system performance, in spite of the bounds imposed by lase"""
power and sweep time limitations. Modification of the
system approach in the future to eliminate the reliance upon
auxiliary instrumentation for the measurement of ocean
optical parameters is anticipated, and will be developed using
additional information available from the imaging system
itself.

Initial laboratory tests of the configuration shown in Fig.
3 bave been successful using a 5 milliwatt 670 nm
semiconductor laser. The results are shown in Table I.

Laser Power Distance Power{j.LW )
(mW @ 670) (m) @ Detector

2.5 I 3.0
I I 1.18
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